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1INTRODUCTION
This study is an attempt to find out what the high school
is doing in preparing teachers for the public schools by the
special normal training courses established with state aid. The
study is based on the latest state superintendents 1 annual and
biennial reports, the reports of the high schools, and the school
laws of the states, A special questionnaire was prepared relat-
ing to this field of investigation and sent to all the state
superintendents of United States for additional information.
The returns were collected during January and February of 1915.
Many of the data called for were lacking, so that this thesis is
not in any sense complete but it is based on all available materi
als. In the Tables are left blank spaces where the information
could not be obtained. The class of schools which suffers the
most from lack of trained teachers is the rural school and it is
this school which will doubtless be most benefited by the train-
ing of teachers in the high schools. We shall therefore give
a brief account of rurals schools showing their relation to our
subject.
The educational system in the rural districts is receiving
more attention today than ever before. Great efforts are now
being made for its improvement in the planning of material
equipment, the building of better school houses, the consolida-
tion of schools and improvement of roads, the reorganization
of courses of study, the introduction of the new subjects of
agriculture and household arts, the training of teachers and the
establishment of special courses for rural teachers in normal
schools and special departments in high schools or county normal
schools
.

2The reasons for improvement of rural schools are obvious.
Looking at it from a national standpoint we find that a grear-
er portion of the population live in the rural districts and
that more children are enrolled in the public schools in pro-
portion to the population than in the urban districts. But
the children in the rural communities are being deprived of
the privilege of attending school as long a period of time as
their city cousins and they are not taught by equally well
trained teachers, nor by teachers qualified to teach subjects
fitted for their local needs and interests. The following
Table presents the matter most clearly and concisely in the
form of statistics taken from the United States Bureau of
Education Bulletin 1912.
Table 1
Urban Rural
Population 46.3 53,7
Children ages 6-20 41.3 ' 58.7
Enrollment 36.7 62.3
Ave. attendance 41.5 58.5
Agg. " 43.7 51.3
Salary of teacher 55.5 45.5
Term in days 184.3 137.7
From the community point of view we realize that the
rural interests and rural problems are not the city interests
and its problems. The cry for improvement is not that a
similar type of schools and teachers should be found in the
rural districts as in the city but the urgent plea is for
a more efficient school system to minister to the needs of
community. Looking from the child's standpoint we earnestly
i"

believe that he is entitled to receive an education which will
dignify and enrich hie life and make it most efficient and
profitable to his community.
The need for improvement is obvious, and people every-
where are coming more and more to believe that the rural problem
is a problem of the whole nation. In order to solve thia
problem we must start with the common schools because they
are the means through which the community life is molded to
a large extent. First the school buildings and surroundings
must be improved. How great is their influence upon the
mental and physical development of the children has never been
definitely measured, but we know the children's minds and
characters are being influenced to some degree by the environ-
ment. Physical welfare is essential to school accomplish-
ment. The rooms where children spend five or six hours a
day for 135 or more days a year ought to be made more hygienic
and home-like.
The course of study in the rural school has been large-
ly patterned after the city school. We recognize the common
interests of the city and rural peoples. The courses of
study should contain coamon elements, but there are important
differences in industries and in environment. Corresponding
to these differences there should be a difference in instruc-
tion so as to make the shcool contribute most to the needs
of rural life.
Important as are the material equipment and adjustment
of the courses of study to the community interests and needs,
the real success must depend upon the efficiency of the teach-
ing force. The question of improvement is no longer "why"

4or "what" but "how"? Now we are more concerned with the
means of improving teachers than with the mecanical part of
the rural schools. The Teacher is primarily responsible for
the efficiency or inefficiency of any school system. A common
complaint has been that the rural school does not pay enough for
good teachers therefore the trained teachers are attracted to
cities. This is no doubt true but true only in a certain sense.
I believe there is involved a problem of demand and supply rather
one of salary. Suppose the country schools pay equally good
salaries for trained teachers, where will they find them? The
teaching population is over 500,000 in the whole country and
each year about 100,000 new teachers enter the ranks. The
graduates of public and private normal schools contribute about
one fifth to the demand; that is assuming every graduate of norm-
al schools teaches, which is not the case.
Table II shows the number of graduates from both the
public and private normal schools of the United States in 1912.
It also gives the number of teachers employed in the various
schools.
Table II
No. of teachers in U. S. 547,389
No. of public normal schools 230
Graduates of public normal schools 19,428
No. of private normal schools 54
Graduates of private normal schools 1,144
Total number of graduates 20,873
(Taken from the Report of U. S. Commissioner of Education 1913)

5At present out of the 100,000 or more new teachers yearly
only one fourth have had any training beyond high school grade.
If efficient teachers are ever to be had in the various school
systems the states or the people must awake to the need of
providing opportunities for the boys and girls to prepare them-
selves for their future callings. For the surest and most
direct way of obtaining better schools is to provide them
with better teachers. School standards can not be raised with-
out raising the standard of the teachers. In order to show that
as yet the old established institutions of training teachers do
not provide special preparation for rural school teachers with
sufficient liberality to afford an adequate supply of trained
teachers for them, let us examine briefly the list of teacher
training agencies.
The state and private normal schools as we have seen do
not and can not supply an adequate number of teachers with their
present equipment and enrollment even though they may make some
special provision for rural teachers.
City normal training schools of course do not concern them-
selves with training teachers for country districts and they are
not properly located for it if they were so inclined.
State universities and teacher's colleges prepare teachers
for secondary education and for the professional offices of
superintendents, principals or trainers of teachers. Few people
who have a college education deem it worth their while to spend
many if any years in the rural schools.
Summer normal schools as a rule cater to the popular demand
and take no initiative steps in adapting their work to rural
school teachers. Institutes of a few days can give no adeouate

6training of any sort especially where the would be teachers are
totally unins true ted and inexperienced. Some new agency must
therefore be found and we believe that we have it in the High
School Training Class.

7CHAPTER I
PURPOSE OF TEACHER TRAINING IN HIGH SCHOOL
An investigation recently conducted by the National
Bureau of Education discloses the fact that 33.7 per cent of
the rural teachers now in service in the United States have
had no professional preparation for their work; and in realiz-
ing the fact that all rural education depends to a large ex-
tent upon the teacher, the United States Commissioner of
Education at the request of several of the state departments
of education, called the first national conference on teacher
training for rural schools in Chicago, September 24-26, 1914.
The following resolutions indicative of a real awakening to
the needs of better trained teachers.
"Be it resolved, that it is the sense of this conference
that all educational institutions which can readily lend them-
selves to such purpose be utilized to train teachers for the
rural schools:
1. "Universities and colleges throughout the country
where consistent with practical administration, that these
services be interpreted to include the establishment of high
standards of rural life and education and the actual work of
training for rural leadership.
3. "State and private normal schools in special de-
partments of rural education, and in the preparation of teach*-
ers for teacher- training departments in high schools and
county normals.
3. "State agricultural colleges in their departments
of education through the right training of men and women to
teach in the secondary schools such subjects as agriculture,

manual training, and home economics; that the agricultural
college should be looked to as the authoritative source of
agricultural knowledge; the agricultural high schoolt should
not only have for their highest purpose the training of young
people for the farm and home and in the promotion of vocational
education, but they should be expected to add much professional
work for effective teaching in the rural schools.
4. "That the preparation of teachers for rural schools
in county- training schools and in teacher- training classes
in high schools is approved as a policy where more extensive
training is not at present feasible; and it is recommended
that such training high schools should not be given before
the junior year and no diploma of graduation be granted
before the twelfth school year ie finished.
5. "That the need for professionally trained teachers
to take charge of teacher training in high schools and in
county normals is very keenly felt, and hence we urge upon
institutions engaged in the training of teachers the necessity
for their offering suitable training for such positions.
6. "That we urge upon normal schools, colleges, and
universities the reasonableness and justice of admitting high
school training-class graduates with rights and privileges
equal to those extended to other high school graduates.
7. "That we commend the extension work, the rural
school and rural life conferences, and summer sessions of
our normal schools, colleges, universities, and agricultural
schools as a means for the improvement of rural teachers in
service, the promotion of agricultural education, and the
betterment of rural life through the home, school, and church.

98. "That the training of teachers for the rural
schools should be euch that they will be fitted to utilize
the boys' and girls* home-project work as a means of motivat-
ing the industrial, social, and educational life of the school,
the home, and the community.
9, "That the use of the public echoolhouee as a civic
center should be correlated with its use for children's
instruction in both country and town. As a ready and practic-
al means of saving public expense, and at the same time
vitalizing the service of the service of the public schools
in civic education, we favor the use of all public school
buildings as centers for voting and for that orderly alleided
presentation and discussion of public questions which is the
prerequisite of intelligent voting. In order that thi6 use
of the public school as the civic center of the community may
be properly correlated with its use as the center for children's
instruction, we recommend that, when the public schoolhouse i
becomes the polling place and civic forum of the community,
the school principal or other responsible employee of the
school board, associated with the school principal, be author—
ized to serve as the civic secretary of the community and
made responsible for the systematic organization and direction
of all of the uses of the public school property. We further
recommend that the administrative organization necessary for
the systematic development of the use of the public school
buildings and grounds as civic, social, and recreation centers
be incorporated with, and made a part of the worfc of the de-
partments of public school administration in city, county,
and state.

10. "That we extend to the United States Commissioner
of Education a vote of thanks for calling this conference
from which we have gained much valuable help and which we be-
lieve will prove of far-reaching influence for good, that we
request the Commissioner to call this conference in annual
session from year to year as a clearing house for information
to guide us in a nation-wide campaign now begun and which we
pledge ourselves to continue through the best agencies possible
until there shall be a sufficient number of properly trained
teachers for the rural schools of the United States."
Some states have Established teacher training courses
in high schools for the purpose of preparing teachers for the
rural schools. This plan is not designed to take the place
of normal schools nor to make attendance upon normal schools
unnecessary. But it is established to meet the needsof those
high school pupils who expect to go directly frwn high school
to rural school as teachers. A large per cent of pupils go
from high school directly to rural school. In Iowa about
80$ are high school pupils and 40$ are high school graduates.
A recent survey of the Ohio school system shows that about
65$ of the ruaral teachers are from high schools and only
32.7$ are high school graduates. Missouri draws over 60$
of her rural teachers from the high schools. Of all the
teachers of Arkansas the high schools contribute 35.5$ and
20$ are graduates. Forty-one per cent of Illinois teachers
are supplied by the high schools and 32$ of them are high
school graduates.
More than half of the rural teachers are from high
schools and about three fourth8 of all teachers of the United
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States have no training beyond high school. Thie gives us
evidence that the high schools are responsible for the pre-
paration of at least one half of the teaching population*
No longer do we believe that any one who has studied a sub-
ject ie sure to be able to teach it nor do we believe that
almcet any one can teach a rural school, In the past the
function of normal schools have been primarily for training
urban teachers. In recent years some states also provide
means for educating rural teachers in the normal schools.
In Ohio a normal college and a normal school are giving speci-
al courses for rural teachers. In 1913 there was only one
institution giving such a course and it enrolled 139 pupils
while the demand of township districts annually is about
three thousand. The total number of elementary teachers
needed is approximately five thousand. Begining with 1915
the Ohio school law provides for the establishment of a normal
department in high schools. In 1913 Minnesota began to
provide training courses for rural teachers in four normal
schools and eighty-four high schools. Michigan offered
courses for rural teachers in four normal schools and forty-
five high school or county normal schools in 1913 with state
aid of £500 for every special teacher employed. At present
fifteen states provide training courses for rural teachers in
high schools. These states have realized the needs and are
prof i t ing by the plans, Ihile some other states are seeking
legislation for the same.
The establishment of normal training in high schools is
one of the means to raise to standard of academic preparation
of teachers in rural schools. At least two years of high
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8Chool work are required for admission to the normal training
classes. The states of Michigan and Ohio require three years.
Minnesota will require three years by 1916. Ohio encourages
pupils to finish four-year high school before taUng up normal
training courses. The tendency is toward the point of high
school graduation. The Missouri law states that in 1915 no
one can teach in any schools in the state who has had less
than two years of high school training. The New Jersey law
of 1913 requires that every teacher have at least one year
training in high school.
Table 111 shows the increase of preparation of teachers
and proves the fact that the academic preparation is extended
to an increasingly large number of teachers.
Table IU
Kansas 1910-' 11 1911-
Rural teachers 7873 7842
Normal training or equivalent 197 238
High school graduates 2379 298Q
Attended high school 1639 1654
Common school training 3758 2970
( Kansas State Superintendent's Report 1913)
The teaching population is constantly shifting. Teach-
ing is regarded as a profession by/ neither the business world
nor the teachers themselves. The purpose of teacher training
in high school is to make teaching more professional by re-
ceiving state aid- on the same basis as other vocational cur-
riculums such as agriculture, domestic science, commercial
education, industrial education, etc. State aid stimulates
great interest in the community. The high schools receiving

13
etate aid are placed under state control and special inspection.
The schools are required to keep up to the standard.
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CHAPTrR II
LEGAL PROVISIONS IN FIFTEEN STATES
In every state in the Union there are training courses in
high schools, except in Rhode Island, New Hampshire, Montana,
Arizona, Nevada and Idaho. But only fifteen states have courses
established by the state or in any way recognized by the state.
These are New York, Michigan, Ohio, Minnesota, North Carolina,
Maine, Missouri and Nebraska. These states fall in to two
groups. In New York, Michigan, Minnesota and Ohio, the system
consists of a training course separate from the high school
course, forming a distinct school by itself, although the class
work is done in the high school building. Graduates of normal
course are given certificates to teach which are not identical
with high school diplomas. In the other states the teacher
training courses are parallel with other courses offered in the
high schools and usually open only to the third and fourth year
pupils who are entitled to receive high school diplomas upon
completion of normal course. Each of the fifteen states gives
some aid to the teacher training courses except North Carolina
and Oregon.
Table IV is an attempt to show in a comparative way the
legislation of the fifteen states in which the teacher train-
ing departments or classes are in operation. Since the teach-
er training in high schools is in its experimental stage for
nearly every state the laws and acts are liable to amendments,
changes and modifications. But this Table reparsenta the
general condition for the year 1914. Each state has its own
method of management.
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New York was the first state to adopt high school teacher
training departments, having enacted its laws in 1894. Michigan
and Minnesota followed in 1903 and 1905 respectively. in
1905 Michigan amended its law of 1903 by putting special em-
phasis on the training of rural teachers. In 1907 Iowa and
Nebraska established teacher training as a part of the high
school work and gave high school diploma to graduates.
Virginia in 1908, Kansas 1909, four others in 1911 and still
four more in 1913 tool the same step. Beginning with Janu-
ary 1, 1915 Ohio put its normal training law of 1914 in to
effect. Now Montana is seeking legislation for state aid.
State aid is provided in every state except North
Carolina and Oregon. All normal training departments or
classes are established in approved four-year high schools
or academies. Kansas requires the same but makes a special
provision for counties in which no high school has four-year
course whereby a three-year course may be approved. Not
only is there a standard in years but also in the number of
regular teachers employed. gome states require two teachers
exclusive of the superintendent of principal who gives only
part of his time to instruction, some states require three
and others four regular teachers. After the establishment of
normal training courses specially qualified teachers are
employed. Kansas requires three regular teachers for four
year high schools and two for the three- year schools.
As we see by Table IV some states offer normal training
in the third and fourth year and some in the fourth year only.
Minnesota is aiming to have the work in the last year of the
high school course but at present admits pupils in the second,
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third and fourth year for normal training instruction, The
minimum number of pupils required in a class is from eight in
Virginia, Oregon and Minnesota to twelve in Maine. The maxi-
mum is from twenty to thirty. Vermont is the only state
which gives aid to normal training class with less than eight
pupils. The state inspects the schools before granting aid
for the establishment of teacher training courses and these
schools thereafter are subjected to inspection by the special
inspector who may be the state superintendent himself or his
assistant or some member from the state department of education
or a hired expert.
Michigan: The act of 1903 authorizes the State guper-
intendent of Public Instruction to grant permission to any
district in a county not having a state normal school within
its borders, to establish, maintain and control a county norm-
al training class; provided that not more than one training
class shall be established in any one county and not more than
ten in the state in any one year. This act was amended in
1905 to authorize the establishment of county normal training
classes for the purpose of giving special training for teachers
of rural schools.
The State Superintendent, the county commissioner of
schools and the superintendent of schools of the district in
which a normal class is established constitute the county
normal board. In case the commissioner is the district sup-
erintendent the board of education of the county may select
a third member. This board determines the qualifications
for admission, makes the course of study, and certificates the
pupils. The district, in which the normal class is located,
.1'
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shall provide teachers and rooms with heating and equipment
satisfactory to the State Superintendent of Public Instruction.
The state pays $500 for each teacher employed in the training
school, provided that no appropriation shall exceed $1,000
in any county during a school year. One half of the remain-
ing amount for instruction is appropriated out of the general
fund of the county, which is assessed and collected at the
same time and in the same manner as the other county taxes
but not to exceed one half the amount from the state. The
reat is drawn from the board of supervisors of the district.
Other rules and regulations are prescribed by the State Sup-
erintendent of Public Instruction.
The county normal olass is a department of the local
school under the direction of the State Superintendent. The
course of study is of one year and uniform throughout the
state so that certificates may be transferred from one county
to another.
Minnesota: The teacher training department shall be
located in the high school building or in a grade building
but under separate management. State aid of $1,000 may be
spent for salary of teacher, equipment, library, transport-
ation in visiting rural schools and small monthly increases
in salary for rural teachers in charge of special otfervation
and practice schools.
Special arrangements shall be made for observation and
practice teaching. One method is the use of an ungraded
room for practice, another plan is the placing students with
some of the best rural teachers for a brief period, still a
third plan may be developed through special use of3, superior school
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Iowa: "phe school law of Iowa authorizes the establish-
ment of normal training courses for rural teachers in four-year
high schools, provided that such schools are distributed in all
parts of the state and can meet the needs of rural teachers.
For these courses the state appropriated for 1914 a sum of
$100,000 and thereafter will appropriate $125,000 annually.
The school must meet the approval of the State superintendent
of Public Instruction before receiving state aid. The State
Superintendent of Public Instruction appoints the special in-
spector to visit all the normal training classes and to report
the same. The Superintendent also prescribes the courses of
study, the conditions of admission to normal training classes,
the rules and regulations and the requirement for graduation.
Nebraska: The Nebraska law of 1905 required teachers
to have normal training in summer schools, or normal schools
or high schools of the state approved by the State Department
of Education. In order to meet the requirement there were
enacted laws authorizing the establishment of normal training
courses in high schools. The 8tate Superintendent designates
the schools in which such instruction is to be given, These
schools must be distributed among the sixty-seven districts
of the state. The requirements are:
1. Normal training high schools must be accredited to
the University of Nebraska.
2. At least two teachers extrusive of the city super-
intendent shall give their entire time to high school branches,
3. The course of study shall consist of review, history,
and professional training of at least se*ten*y-two periods.
.4. Agriculture should be required.
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Arkansas: In 1911 Arkansas created a State High School
Board for the main purpose of providing state aid to high
schools. The board members consist of the State Superintendent
of Public Instruction, the president of the University of
Arkansas, and a city superintendent of schools or a high school
principal, to be appointed by the Governor. This Board de-
signates the four-year high schools in whioh normal training
departments can be established and prescribe the courses of
study to be adopted and taught in said high schools in connect-
ion with the regular course. Said Board also determines the
qualifications of all teachers employed in the normal training
departments. The object of the training department is to in-
struct teachers in the best method of organization, teaching
and managing the common schools of the state.
The law states that the State High School Board shall
not aid more than one high school in any one county for normal
training purposes. High schools desiring normal training
courses must have at least three teachers devoting their entire
time to high school instruction besides the normal training
teacher. State aid shall be spent only for instruction in the
normal training department. Each normal training high school
shall receive a fixed sum of $500, and no high school shall
receive, annually, for general high school development and
normal training an amount in excess of one thousand dollars,,
.
In addition to the state aid the sum of ten thousand dollars,
or so much thereof as may be necessary, is appropriated out
of the common school fund of the state each year, for normal
training purposes. But no normal training high school may
receive a total of more than one thousand dollars aid.
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Kansas: The act of 1909 authorized the State Board of
Education to make provisions for normal training in high schools
for those who werepreparing to teach and particularly for those
who were to have charge of rural schools. State appropriation
in 1909, 1910, and 1911 was $50,000 annually, for the year 1913
was $70,000, and for 1913 and thereafter will be $75,000.
Each high school may receive $500 for the establishment of a
normal training class. Such schools must be accredited by the
State Board of Education. The total state aid distributed in
each county shall not exceed $1,000 and in case there are more
than two high schools in one county have normal training
course state aid to the amount of $1,000 shall be divided
equally among said schools.
The State Board of Education prescribes rules, prepares
examination questions and fixes standards of certification.
Accredited academies are eligible to the rules except as to
receiving state aid. No school in a county is approved
where there already is state normal school.
Missouri: For the purpose of improving the teaching
force of elementary and rural schools of the stats .Missouri
school law of 1913 authorizes the establishment of normal
training courses in approved high schools and academics.
High schools must have at least three teachers in order to
secure approval for teacher training work, when being approved
a special teacher of teachers should be added. In case the
superintendent teaches the normal subjects, four regular high
school teachers are required beside the superintendent. In
a county where no high school has four teachers in addition to
the superintendent one first class high school having three
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teachers and the superintendent may be approved as a teacher
training school. Each high school may receive $750 for a
normal training course and no county shall receive more than
$1,200 in any one year.
Wisconsin: School laws of 1913 give permission to high
schools having four or more teachers to establish teacher train**
ing courses, but said schools must toe approved by the state
superintendent. Such schools can not be established in
counties already havingacounty training school for teachers.
Pupils graduating from the teacher training course may
receive certificates to teach and after successful experience
in teaching for at least seven months their certificates may
be counter signed by the county superintendent of the county
where the training school is located, whiph qualifies them to
teach in any department of any state graded school in that
county. Certificates may be approved by any county or city
superintendent without special examination.
The state will aid teacher training courses to an amount
equal to the sum expended for the salary of the duly quJalif ied
and approved teacher employed in the department. This special
aid is apportioned as is other special state aid. High schools
having teacher training courses must be inspected by members
Of the state department and such inspection also includes grade-
below the high school.
Ohio: The first grade high schools in village or rural
districts may establish normal departments, provided that not
more than three such departments shall be established in one
county school district. At least one of these shall be locat-
ed in a rural or village district with less than 1,500 population.
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The State Superintendent of Public Inetruction fixes the entrance
requirement and course of study. At least a one-year course
should be offered for the training of teachers. Each depart-
ment should employ a director and such other instructors as
the superintendent of public instruction may prescribe.
Practice teaching and observation may be maintained in the rural
schools. The state shall grant to each of such department a
sum of $1,000 for the cost of maintenance. The law was put
into effect January X, 1915 and the name of the schools is
"high school normal departments "
.
Vermont: The school board of a high school or the
trustees of an academy of the first class may establish and
maintain a teacher training course in connection with such
school or academy for the benefit of rural teachers. The
state board of education shall prescribe the studies and appoint
the special teacher to be employed, These high schools or
academies must be distributed in different sections of the
state as can serve the rural schools to the highest advantage,
but no approval shall be given to any school, which has less
than two elementary schools, graded and available for obser-
vation and practice purposes.
Graduates of high schools or academies or persons of
equivalent education may be admitted to the training course
and upon completion of one year's work are entitled to receive
from the superintendent of education five-year certificates.
Persons entering the training course when seniors may at the
end receive four-year certificates. A certificate of either
shall be valid as long as the holder teachee in the same town
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continuously. At the expiration of a certificate a new one
of the same grade may be granted, provided the holder has
taught fifty weeks in the public schools of the state.
State aid to any schools shall not exceeding |800 for a
minimum class of eight pupils, provided the local school di-
rectors or trustees have expended at least two hundred dollars
in addition for the salary of a special teacher. Classes
with less than eight pupils may receive an amount equal to $100
for each member of such class, provided the local board has
expended in addition to the $200 an amount equal to as many
times $100 as the number in class is less than eight.
Oregon: A graduate from a teacher's training course
may receive a one-year state certificate and after six months'
successful experience in teaching the certificate may be re-
newed for only once.
Table V presents the rules and regulations prescribed
by the state boards of education, or by the state superintend-
ents, or by the state departments of education of the various
states. The table may be read as follows: The state of
Michigan requires the employment of one or two special train-
ing teachers for the normal department in any high school.
Minnesota, Iowa, Nebraska, etc. require at least one special
teacher. These teachers must devote their entire time to
the normal training work.
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Michigan: The state superintendent is authorized to
prescribe general rules and regulations for the management
of classes and conditions to be met by the board of education.
Any district wishing to establish normal classes must so de-
cide by the majority vote of the prople and in agreement with
the board of supervisors. The district must provide suitable
assembly and recitation rooms with heating and necessary
equipment and supplies as follows:
1. A pedagogical library,
3. Maps of all kinds and globe.
3. Dictionary and reference books.
4. Kindergarten supplies.
5. Sand tab).e.
6. Ordinary schoolroom equipment.
7. Supplies for elementary agriculture.
The superintendent of schools of the district has im-
mediate supervision of class work. The county commissioner
has the responsibility of advertising the class and securing
students with care of their ordinary welfare. He also gives
attention to the locating of graduates.
Every pupil must sign the declaration blank, which
reads thus: n I hereby declare that my object in asking
admission to the training class is to prepare myself for teach-
ing, and it is my purpose to engage in teaching in the rural
schools, or in schools of not more than two departments at
the completion of such preparation, and I pledge myself to
serve the state faithfully in such school. I pledge myself
to remain in the class during the year unless prevented by
sickness or excused by the county normal board."

Minnesota: Any school board desiring to establish a
teacher training department should apply to the High School
Board through the supervisor of training departments. The
sohool boards must provide a comfortable room having not less
than 650 square fret of floor space for the exclusive use of
this department. A second room is desired for the establish-
ment of an ungraded practice school. The usual schoolroom
furnishings of the training department should be supplied by
the local school* The following equipment is also required:
1* Book caaes, work table and students' seats.
2. A professional library.
3. Industrial or construction materials.
4. A case, cupboard, or other storage space for these
materials.
5. Maps and globe.
6. Sand table, bulletin board, printing type, hecto-
graph or other duplicating machines.
7. A reading table or shelf for rural periodicals and
teacher's magazines.
These articles and others may be purchased with the
state-aid fund.
Iowa: Only students who have completed the tenth grade
of approved high schools are eligible to enroll in the normal
training course. Before entering they must sign the decla-
ration cards declaring their intention to teach in rural
schools. The cards read as follows: "I hereby enroll in the
normal training course to prepare myself for teaching. I
pledge myself to remain in the course and to pursue the same
the required time unless prevented by illness or excused by the
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•uperintendent of public instruction. " Upon completion of
the course pupils are expected to take an examination prescrib-
ed by the state board of examiners and conducted by the county
superintendent. If the average grade of at least 80$ with
no branch below 75$ is received the pupils are entitled to re-
ceive certificates of graduation issued by the state superin-
tendent of public instruction. Persons holding these certifi-
cates may teach in any public schools in the state for a term
of two years. At the expiration of that time they may be re-
newed for a period of three years. After July 1, 1915, no
one may receive a certificate to teach who has not at least
twelve weeks of normal training in some standard normal school.
Nebraska: The state superintendent of public instruc-
tion prescribes conditions of admission to the normal training
classes, the course of instruction and rules and regulations.
Schools desiring normal training-classes cannot have more
than two grades below high school taught by one teacher, nor
any one teacher have more than fifty pupils.
Beginning with 1914 all teachers in the grades must have
had normal training in high school and at least two years of
teaching in addition, or must be graduates from the elementary
course of a state normal or normal schools that give practice
teaching in the grades equivalent to that of a state normal.
Pupils upon completion of the course and passing a satis-
factory examination are granted a second grade certificate.
If in addition a twelve weeks normal training is taken in a
standard college, university, normal school or high school
it
approved by the state superintendent entitles a person to re-
ceive a first grade county certificate. One or more years'
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successful experience may be considered the equivalent of normal
training. The law of 1913 abolished the third grade of county
certificate as the third grade teachers are usually little
more than eighth grade graduates with no professional training.
Pupils entering the normal training class must first
sign the declaration blank to declare their intention to teach..
No one is allowed to sign the decoaration who uses tobacco, or
liquor, or who is given to profanity, etc.
Arkansas: The State High school Board prescribes rules
and regulations and determines the courses of study. The
state superintendent of public instruction issues the cert if id-
eates to graduates of normal training department. Graduates
may receive a two-year certificate to teach in any common
schools of the state without further examination. After
twelve months successful experience in teaching the said cer-
tificate may be renewed for a period of six years provided the
holder has completed the full course of reading and study
prescribed for members of the Reading Circle.
Missouri: The state superintendent determines the
rules and regulations. He prepares examination questions
and grades the papers. Grades in writing and spelling will
be estimated upon the basis of pupil* s written work. Writing
will be measured by the Thorndike scale and spelling by the
per cent of words misspelled in examination.
A special room must be provided exclusively for the use
of the training classes and a professional library. A com-
plete record of each pupil's four-year work will be required
at the close of the high school course to be used in determin-
ing the grades of certificate.
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Ohio: The organization of normal training must be by
majority of vote. The local board of education shall make
provisions for rooms and equipment, seats, desks, bookcase,
maps, charts, globe, dictionary, reference books, library, etc.
The training class shall be required to observe and teach in
one or more rural schools in the vicinity.
The county superintendent nominates the normal director
and the local board of education approves it. He also super-
vises the class work and teaches no less than one hundred ncrr
more than two hundred periods per year. He is a member of
the county board of school examiners and clerk of the board
of education.
The declaration blank reads thus: "I desire to enroll
as a regular student in the County Normal School at - - - in -
County, and agree to attend all the exercises of the school,
perform all the duties required of me, be regular in attendance,
and enter in to the apirit of the work required. I promise
to teach in the village of rural schools of Ohio for at least
one year after the completion of the course."
Virginia: The state department of public instruction
shall have power to make rules and regulations. A reference
library and an equipment of maps, globes and apparatus must
be provided. The normal training teacher* s salary and scholar-
ship must be approved by the state department.
.
A graduate in the normal training department of a first
grade high school shall be granted a three year certificate,
at the end of which time, upon a satisfactory examination in
the history of education and one book of the state reading
course, together with satisfactory evidence that the holder
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hae been a successful teacher, the certificate will be extended
for four years and thereafter may be renewed for a period of
seven years.
For those who are already teaching but have not had four
years of high school training the State Board of Education
provides Junior Normal training courses. A one-year cpurse
for teachers holding first grade certificates and two-year
course for second grade certificates. A graduate from the
Junior Normal training course shall be granted a professional
first grade certificate for seven years and may be renewed for
a similar period of time.
Library equipment: Every state requires professional
library for the teacher trainig high school. From the eight
lists of books recommended by the states of Missouri, Arkansas,
Kansas, Iow», Michigan, Maine, Wisconsin, and Ohio the follow-
ing table shows what books are recommended by more than one
state.
Table VI
Books recommended by six of the eight states:
Bryant: How to Tell Stories to Children. Houghton.
Kern: Among Country Schools. Ginn.
James: Tali&8 to Teachers on Psychology and Life's Ideals.
Henry Holt.
gooks recommended by five of the eight states:
Bagley: Classroom Management. Macmillan.
McMurry: Special Method in History. Macmillan.
" " it « Geography. "
n n n it > Reading. "
Dutton: School Management. Scribners.
Sabin: Common Sense Didactiecs. Rand-McNally
.
White: Art of Teaching. American Book Company.
/
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Table VI (Continued)
Books recommended by four of the eight atatee:
Arnold: Reading, How to Teach It. Silver-burdett
.
Foght: The American Rural School. Macmillan.
Hodge: Natute Study. Scribnere.
James: Psychology, Briefer Course. Henry Holt.
McMurry: Special Method in Arithmetic. Macmillan.
Page: Theory and Practice of Teaching. American Book Co.
Smith: The Teaching of Arithmetic. Ginn.
Sutherland: The Teaching of Geography. Scott, Foreeman.
Wray: Jean Mitchell's School. Public School Publishing Co.
Roark: Methods in Education. American Book Co.
McMurry: Elements of General Method. Macmillan.
Books recommended by three of the eight states:
Bagley: Educative Process* Macmillan.
Bender: The Teacher at Work. Flanagan.
Betts: The Mind and its Education. Appleton.
Briggs and Coffman: Reading in Public Schools.
Row, Peterson.
Carney: Country Life and the Country School.
Row, Peterson.
Carver: The Principles of Rural Economics. Ginn.
Clark: How to Teach Reading in the Public Schools.
Scott, Foresman.
Colgrove: The Teacher and the School. Scribners.
Gilbert: The School and its Life. silver-Burdett.
Hinsdale: The Art of Study. American Book Co.
Johnson: Education by Plays and Games. Ginn.
McMurry: Special Method in Elementary Science. Macmillan.
Sherman and Reed: Essentials of Teaching Reading.
University Publishing Company.
White: School Management. American Book Company.
" Elements of Pedagogy. « n »
Betts: The Recitation. Houghton, Miffilin
Books recommended by two states are 30 in number.
Different books recommended by the eight different states
are 146 in number.
Every normal training school in every state must make
provisions for a professional library. The number of books
are to be increased year after year. Each normal training
school of Arkansas provides an annual addition of $25 for the
professional library, Missouri provides from |10 to $25, and
Ohio requires the amount of $50 annually. Michigan and
Iowa each requires fifty volumes of books out of the recom-
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mended list for the professional library in a high school
maintaining normal training course* Minnesota has a book
fund allowance of #100 for starting the library. Nebraska,
Iowa and Kansas have equipment of thirty volumes, Arkansas
and Wisconsin have twenty volumes, Missouri and Ohio have forty
volumes, Maine has its twenty-five volumes and West Virginia
provides $50 for its library in teacher training department.
Table Vll gives in a brief form the number of books
common to the various lists. A total of 214 different books
was recommended by eight states. This indicates that only
ten percent is recommended by half of the states.
Table VII
No. books Percent books No. states % states
3 .014 6 .75
7 .032 5 ,62
12 .057 4 .50
16 .075 3 .37
30 .14 2 .25
146 .68 i .12
Were I able to secure the information from other states
the results would not be altered much. There is a tendency
to localize the reference library.
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Qualification of teachers: It seems that the easiest way
of meeting the in.mediate demand of trained teachers in the rural
schools is to adapt this new idea of establishing normal train-
ing department in high schools. The natural question arises
of how well the high school accomplishes its function in this
new field. There are several means by which we may judge
whether or not the work is effectively carried out. We have
had a glimpse of the rules and regulations and standards set
by the legislation of the material equipment. But the most
important factor is the teaching force. Each state extablish-
ea its own standard for the qualifications on the ^special in-
structors and teachers in the grades and high school connected
with the teacher training department. These qualifications
are made in accordance with the educational advancement of the
various states and are under constant change for higher standard
whenever possible.
Minnesota: The special teacher must give hie entire time
to the normal training department. He should be one who has
wide knowledge of rural conditions and at least has had two years
ectual teaching experience in rural schools. In addition he
should possess one of the following:
a. An advanced diploma from the College of Education of the
University of Minnesota or from the educational department of
other accredited colleges or universities.
b. An advanced diploma from a Minnesota state normal school
or a endorsed diploma from another state.
c. A record of recognized and advanced scholastic and
professional training and of wide experience in public school
work
.
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Iowa: In a normal training high school the regular
teaohere shall be graduates of standard colleges. The teacher
of pedagogy should be the superintendent because of his practic-
al experience. The agriculture teacher shall be one who in
addition to his general preparation for high school work, has
had some special training In agriculture. At present his
special preparation must be at least a six week's summer course
or its equivalent in agriculture. The department will raise
the standard when the supply seems to warrent.
The boards shall plan to fill all grade positions with
graduates of at least a two-year normal course above a four-
year high school. Teachers of primary departments should be
graduates of a regular primary training course in an approved
normal school.
Nebraska: All high school teachers must hold high
school city state certificates for all branches they teach.
Gity certificates are issued by the state superintendent and
are valid in any city schools in the state. The normal train-
ing teacher must have in addition twelve hours or more in
professional training and one year of successful experience in
teaching. All teachers in the grades below the high school
in a district maintaining a high school for normal training
must hold city state certificates for the grades they teach
and a successful teachrig experience of two years of have had
the practice teaching such as is required for a graduate from
the advanced course of a state normal,
Arkansas: The normal training instructor in normal
training high schools must have had special training for the
work and be approved by the state board of education.
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Kansas: The normal training instructors must be gradu-
ates from the four-year course of the Kansas State Normal
School or of accredited colleges or universities and have had
at least two years of successful teaching experience, or they
must be educators of recognized and advanced scholastic and
professional training and wide experience in public school
work; or they must be approved by the state superintendent of
public instruction.
Missouri: Teachers must have sixty semester hours of
academic work in advance of a four-year high school course,
thirty semester hours of educational work, and twenty-four
months of successful teaching experience, part of it being
in rural school; and good personality and evidence of special
fitness for the work of training teachers.
At present in the seventy- three high schools thirty-five
men and thirty-eight women teachers are employed. Of these
fifty-three are graduates of four-year courses above high
schools. Fifty-one of these are from standard colleges and
universities, nearly fifty are graduates from normal schools
and twenty are graduates from normal schools and universities.
Their average experience iS eleven years. Twenty-five of
them are superintendents.
Wisconsin: Any teacher employed to give instruction
in the professional work and practice teachi% shall be a
graduate of the advanced course of a Wisconsin State Normal
School or a school of equivalent standing, and shall in addition
present evidence of at least two years of successful experience
in teaching. Such teacher must devote his full time to the
work of the training course.
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Maine: The teacher in charge of the special subjects
in education in the teacher's training course must be a graduate
of Maine State Normal School or one of equal grade or must, if
a college graduate, have completed an approved course in educ-
ation, or must give evidence of considerable professional
preparation. Teachers having charge of schools in which
practice and observation are given must be a graduate of a
normal school.
Ohio: The director or other instructors of the county
normal high school must be a graduate of normal schools or
colleges recognized for the training of teachers or in lieu
of graduation should hold either Common School Life or High
School Life Certificates. In case of a graduate of a recogn-
ized course of two or four years, an experience requirement
of not less then two years in rural or village schools should
be insisted upon.
The director and all other instructors in the high school
normal department must have had five years experience in teach-
ing of which at least two years should have been in rural or
village schools.
Oregon: Teachers of four year high schools shall be
graduates of some standard college or university, or holders
of life state certificates, or state diplomas secured by ex-
amination by the State Department.
In order to secure a life certificate a person must be
a graduate of a standard normal school and have had successful
e»perience in teaching for at least thirty months. A special
teacher must be a normal school graduate.
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Curriculums and courses; The curriculum or course of
study represents another important feature of the teacher train-
ing departments or classes with which we may measure to some
degree the efficiency of the work. Every state is looking for-
ward to raising the standard of the requirements for certifi-
cation. x*16 amount of professional work required in the fifteen
states is from two to four units. A unit means the study of a
subject requiring preparation outside of recitation for a term
of thirty-six weeks with five recitations a week, each being at
least forty minutes long. Two periods of laboratory or shop-
work are considered as one unit. Each subject is outlined in
some detail by the state department or experts on the subjects^
These outlines are published in the school reports and they ate
used by both teacher and pupil. The professional subjects are
taught by the special teachers while the others are taught by
the regular teachers together with other pupils.
Table Vlll is incomplete with the data secured but it
shows the amount required for the different subjects. English
is one of the studies common to all schools and it holds its
place in the curriculum. The requirement for certification
in that subject is three units in the majority of the states
and four in others. Mathematics holds the traditional position
to some extent
, from two to three units, which means it takes
from two seventeenth to three seventeenth of the high school
time. History and civics together get about one to two units.
There is a wide field in the choice of sciences, either Physics,
or Botany, or Chemistry, or Zoology, or Physiology, or Agricul*
ture, or Domestic Science 01 Biology. It seems that Agricul-
ture should be a required subject.
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Table VIII
The required academic subjects of the normal training courses
oi • • • •
ft C M 00
Required subjects ° £
«J
* g J
English 3 3 3 3 3
Mathematics J-l 2 2 2-2^ 2 2
History and Civics 1 11 Z 2 2
Sciences: 1112 2 2
Physics 111 1
Botany \
Chemistry \ 1
Zoology \
Physiology £ £-1 i 8/11
Agriculture | £ 1 1 £ req.
Domestic Science 1
Biology 1
Economic |
Home Economic \
Vocational subject 1
Table IX indicates that the total number of units in pro-
fessional subjects varies from two in Maine to four in Minnesota,
Iowa, and Oregon. These units are distributed in Method of
Teaching, Pedagogy, Psychology, Observation, Practice Teaching and
Review of common branches from a teachers standpoint. In review
the traditional subjects of Reading, Grammar, Arithmetic and
Geography receive more attention than Music, Drawing, Penmanship
and Physiology.
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Table IX
The required professional subjects.
Required
subj ects
Mich Minn Iowa
Neb. Kan. M
<«:
•
• rc
O *H Main' Ohio
W,
v*j b0
0)
o
Sch. Management 2/5 l 1H 12 2 1/3 I 2/9 i
3
i*
School Law 1/13 l 1
Method 1 .1c 1 1 3/5 1
Pedagogy 1 i 2/11 i
Psychology l2 12 i i 2/5 1/3 i
Observation
Practice Teach-
ing
Teaching Proces
5/18 i
2/5 i
3
i
s
i
I
>t
i i/3 IaJ
10
1/3 1/5 1/3
)i
|
2
I
Review
:
'
si 3 1/5 1
Arithmetic 1/3 1s i5 12 12 4/9
1
5
Reading 1/6 12 1 1/3 1/3 4/9 1t+
Grammar 1/6 12 1i+ 1/3 1/3
1
i+
Language 1/6 1/3
Geography 1/3 1i* 1*+ 1/3 1/3 1/3 1>+
Spel] ing
)
)l/3
)
Orthography
Penmanship
Physiology 1» r
(
(2/9
Drawing )
Mental Arith. !
Total 3 4 4 ol6% 2i 3 3 2i 2 3i 3 4
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Observation and Practice Teaching
Michigan: At least once during the year the students
and the training teacher are required "fo visit rural schools
in the county and observe the conditions, needs and limitations
of the work. The practice teaching of one half hour per day
for ten weeks is the minimum requirement.
Minnesota: Pupils are required to visit rural schools
and for at least six weeks; about one half hour a day should be
devoted to observation work, A practice teaching of individu-
als with small groups of one to five for six weeks and with
large groups of twenty to thirty for six ot twelve weeks are
required. The training teacher, the city superintendent and
the county supertendent may decide upon a favorably located
rural school within reach of the department. For the purpose
of co-operation the training department may add to the salary
of the rural teacher from $80 to $100 a year for this purpose.
Iowa: In Noverber 1913 a committee submitted a general
blank haaded Observation Record. This was to be used by the
pupils of normal training high schools. Emphasis is put on
rural schools as well as graded schools, A special rural
school observation blank is prepared with more detailed outline
and suggestions.
The amount of practice teaching is dependent upon cir-
cumstances, but whatever practice teaching is done by normal
training students ] should be preceded by definite and specific
preparation of the particular lesson that is to be taught.
Nebraska: Observation work is planned and systematized.
During the senior year pupils must spend at least two days in
rural schools and make a full report of the visits to the
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superintendent. At least twenty-six observation lessons un-
der grade teachers are required and three or five practice
lessons with high school classes in which the pupil teacher
teaches all or part of the period of a class in which he is a
regular member, or actual teaching in the grade under direct
super ivision. All observation and practice lessons should be
carefully planned, reviewed and discussed.
Arkansas: Pupils in normal training department are e
assigned to observation and practice teaching in city schools.
Observation must be reported. Practice teaching is discussed
with the grade teacher before the practice hour. The grade
teacher makes reports and criticism on the recitations conduct-
ed by the normal student upon blanks furnished by superintendent.
Kansas: Observation work begins with the first review
subject and should be continued through out the year. At
least once a week systematic observation must be made under
supervision of the superintendent of the teacher in charge of
the normal training class. No practice teaching is required
or expected. When the teachers are temporarily absent, how-
ever, the member of the normal training class should be utiliz-
ed as substitutes. In such cases the work should be outlined
and canvassed with them by the teacher or superintendent.
Maine: At least thirty half hour periods in the third
and fourth year must be given to observation. Practice work
must be actual teaching.
Ohio: Instruction on the subject of psychology and
school organization as dealing with the details of every day
schoolroom work is given each pupil before observation work
is attempted. A blank form is generally supplied.
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Oregon: One year of observation and practice teaching
is required, fifteen weeks of which for forty minutes each day
shall be given to practice teaching. Observation alway pre-
cede teaching. Written report of not more than three hundred
words are to be filed for inspection of the state superintend-
ent. I think practice teaching should be required of every
normal training pupil in every school.
The outline of the courses of study is based upon the
textbooks, She following are some of the suggested textbooks
in the teacher training courses.
Michigan:
Salisbury: Theory of Teaching
Warren: Elements of Agriculture
Bagley: Classroom Management.
Bulletins of Michigan Agriculture College. and
Bulletins of the Department of Agriculture at Washington.
Nebraska:
White: The Art of Teaching
Roark: Method in Education.
Page: Theory and Practice of Teaching.
Parker: Talks on Teaching.
De Garrao: Essentials of Method.
Hinsdale: The Art of Study.
McMurry: The Method of the Recitation.
Arnold: Waymarks for Teachers.
Putnam: Manual of Pedagogics.
Missouri:
Betts: The mind and its Education.
Chartejs: Teaching the Common Branches.
Colgrove: The Teacher and School.
Clark: How to Teach Reading.
Colvinand Bagley: Human Behavior.
Dutton: School Mangement.
Sherman and Reed: Essentials of Teaching Reading.
Arkansas
:
Bagley: Classroom Management.
Seeley: A New School Management.
Dutton: School Management.
Keith: Elementary Education.
Whits: School Management.
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Arkansas, (continued)
Gilbert: The ftchool and its Life.
Bryan: The Basis of Practice Teaching,
Kern: Among Country Scholia.
Dinsmore: Teaching a District School.
Barrage and Bailey: School Sanitation & School Decoration.
Terry: Problem of the Elementary School.
Bender: Teacher at Work.
Chancellor: Class Teaching and Management.
Wisconsin:
Beitts: Mind and its Work.
Carney: Country life and Country School.
Clark?: General Science.
Dunn: Community and the Citizen.
Guitteau : Preparation for Citizenship.
Higgins: First Science.
James: Talks to Teachers.
Milner: The Teacher.
Oregon:
S&rayer: Teaching Process.
Kimball: English Grammar.
Iowa:
School Management. Dutton,
Betts: The Mind and its Education.
Colegrove: The Teacher and the School.
Miss Neale: Lessons in Domestic Science.
Kansas:
Betts: The Mind and its Education,
Boynton and Bates: School Civics with Civics of Kansas.
Budington: Advanced Physiology and Hygience.
Charters : Teaching the Common Branches.
El&ff : A Unit in Agriculture.
Gowdy: English Grammar.
James and Sanford: American History.
James, Sanford and Dykstra: Government of State & Nation.
McLaughlin,: History of the American Nation.
Muzzes: American History.
Seeley: A New School Management.
Sherman and Reed: Essentials of Teaching Reading.
Sutherlands: The Teaching of Geography.
Warren: Elements of Agriculture.
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The Course of Study
Michigan: The course of study in the high school train-
ing department is one year and parallel to the last year of
high school work.
First Quarter:
Psychology
Class ics
Grammar
Arithmetic
Elementary Agriculture
Observation
Second Quarter
Psychology and Pedagogy
Reading
Language
Arithmetic
Geography
Observation
Third Quarter
Practice Teaching
Pedagogy
Geography
Civics
School Law
Fourth Quarter
Practice Teaching
Pedagogy & school Management
Physiology
U.S. History
Elementary Agriculture
Minnesota: The course of study is of one year and or-
ganized under either a two-semester of a three-term plan.
Two- semester plan
Second SemesterFirst Semester
Teaching Process
Arithmetic
Geography
Reading
Handwork
Three- term
Fall
Teaching Process
Arithmetic
Geography
Composition and Grammar
Primary Handwork
Country School Management
and Country life
Hygieae
American History
Composition and Grammar
Cooking
Agriculture
Spring
Country Life
Nature Study and Agricul-
ture
Reading
Sewing and Cooking
Music
Winter
Country School Management
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Winter
Country School Management
American History
Hygiene and rural Sanitation
Civics
Drawing
Iowa: A semester's work means five periods a week for
a period of eighteen weeks, a lesson period being forty-five
minutes. The city superintendent may exempt a student from
a third simeater of algebra. An additional course in
agriculture may be substituted for the course in home economics.
The course of Study
Third year Fourth Year
English Physics
American History & civics Elective
Home Economics Pedagogy
Algebra Political Economy
Reading Physics
American History & Civics Grammar
Physiology of Geography Arithmetic
Agriculture Pedagogy
The normal course is offered in the third and fourth year.
Branches to be pursued in high school
Pedagogy 3 semesters
Heading 1 "
Arithmetic 1 »
Geography or Physiology 1 "
Grammar 1 w
U. S. History 1 »
Civics 1
Economics 1 «
Physics 2 »
Algebra 3
Agriculture 1
Home Economics 1 »
16
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Branches in which an examination is required
Pedagogy U. S. History
Mueic Physiology
Reading Civics
OrthoETaphy Economics
Writing Physics
Arithmetic Algebra
Geography Agriculture
Grammar Home Economics
Nebraska: The courses of study are divided in to three
groups. First, normal training special subjects or major reviews
consisting of Arithmetic, Geography, Grammar, Reading. Second,
Those subjects which are not accredited to the state University
or minor reviews, Penmanship, Drawing, Mental Arithmetic,
Physiology, and Orthography. Third, subjects that are accredit-
ed to the University and not found in the first group, Algebra,
Botany, Geometry, Physics, Agriculture, Civil Government, Book-
keeping, Physiology and English Composition.
The Course of Study
Third Year Fourth Year
English English - Debating
Algefrra American History
Latin o^ German Physics
Major Reviews Major Reviews
Solid Geometry English
Civics American History
Latin or German Physics
Minor Reviews Pedagogy
Kansas: Normal training course is offered in the
eleventh and twelve th grades. It is required that the follow-
ing work shall be done in the eleventh grade, namely: Civics,
Physiology, and Psychology with one-half unit each.
The distinctly normal training work for the
twelveth grade shall consist of: Method and management, in-
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eluding a certain amount of observation and training work,
One-half unit ; Review of Arithmetic, one-half unit; Review
of other common branches, one unit. The additional work re-
quired is: American History, one unit; Physics, one unit;
Agriculture at least one-half unit beginning with 1917.
The Course of Study.
First Year Second Year
English American History
Physiology Physics
Agriculture Method and Management
Elective Reviews
English American History
Psychology Physics
Civics Arithmetic
Elective Reviews
Arkansas
:
The Course of Study
Third Year
Rhetoric, Composition and Classics,
Algebra
Psychology
Methods
Elect ives: History, Zoology, or Commercial, Music,
or Drawing, or Chemistry, Foreign Language, Agriculture.
Fourth Year
Physics, or other science
American History and Civics
Reviews (with observation and practice teaching,
with lesson planning), Arithmetic, Geography, Language,
Reading, Management.
Elective: Commercial work, Music, English, Trig-
onometry, Arithmetic, Foreign Languages..
Maine:
Required Subjects.
English
Biology
American History and Civics
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School Management unci School Law
Elementary Psychology
Observation
Methods of Teaching
Review common School Subjects
Practice and Observation
Ohio: The. course of study ie ho arranged that the
students may enter at the beginning of each semester. In all
other states admission is only possible at the opening of the
school year.
The elementary course of one year is for pupils
who are not graduates of four year high schools.
One Year Elementary Course
First Semester, four Months Second Semester, five Months
Psychology School Management
Observation of Teaching Geography
General Method Teaching
English Grammar Reading
U. S. History and Civics Arithmetic
Physiology and Hygiene Orthography and Penmanship
Agriculture Agriculture
Ohio also provides an advanced course for grad-
uates of four year high school course or its equivalent.
Graduates of advanced courses may receive a one-year certifi-
cate without examination. The certificate may be renewed for
one or three years. These certificates are good only for
teaching in elementary schools.
The Advanced Course.
First Semester Second semester
^&TOSL, JgS» TeachingGrammar and Methods ats+v^ft • 7 * ^ ,
n <j ti-!«*^«, j . Arithmetic and Methodsu. 8. History and Civics AgricultureSanitation and Health Stadia and MethnriMusic and Drawing e}®?"?8,, h°d J
Agriculture g
^eachi
Manag€ment aRd Law
Methods in History Elemen?fry Course of Study
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This advanced course amounts to about twenty or
twenty four semester hours.
Agriculture is taught by the regular hirh school
teacher through out the year, supplemented by a special course
given by the Supervisor of Agricultural Education for the
district, and a special course given under direction of State
Departmental Education.
A Combination Course.
First Semester Second Semester
Elementary Psychology Principles of Teaching
Observation and Teaching School management and Law
General Method Geography
Agriculture Caching
Grammar and Method Reading and Literature
U. S. History and Civics Arithmetic and Method
Physiology and Hygiene Orthography
Penmanship
Agriculture
On graduation from either course there shall be
granted a certificate to teach for one year. The county
superintendent and the normal director may require an examina-
tion of the student before graduation. A graduate of the ad-
vanced course has the privilege of a life certificate without
any examination at any time in his career as a teacher.
Oregon:
Methods
:
Teaching Process
School Law
School Report
History of Education
American History and Civics
Review:
Grammar
Arithmetic
Virginia:
Third Year
English - Composition, Rhetoric, Spelling, Classics.
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Mathematics - Algebra and Geometry.
Arithmetic and Grammar.
Electivee - English History, Physics, Manual Arts,
Foreign Language.
Fourth Year
English - Composition and Literature, Grammar and
Spelling.
U. S. History and Civics, including methods of teach-
ing.
Psychology and Principles of Teaching.
School Management and Methods.
Reviews, Special Methods, Observations, Practice
Teaching, Lesson Plans.
Wisconsin:
Course of Study
Third Year
Plane Geometry
English History
English, including Spelling, Reading, Orthography,
from professional point of view.
Literature
Citizenship
Composition and Grammar
Fourth Year
Physics
U. S. History
Reviews, including methods of teaching
Pedagogy
Professional work, including school manage-
ment, observation, and practice teaching through out
the year.
Criticism on the Course of Study,
The courses of study are very inadequate because in
every case or every state the subjects on rural problems are in-
sufficient. The traditional subjects are dominant. This is
largely due to the requirements of higher institutions. The
rural teacher should have a wide knowledge of the elementary
principles of practical agriculture, nature study, and domestic
economy. The United States Bureau of Education recommended the
following courses. (Bulletin. 1913. No. 1.)

Physiology and Sanitary Science
Grammar
Arithmetic
Psychology
Music
Forensics
English (farm themes)
Pedagogy
Chemistry of farm and kitchen
Manual arts of domestic economy
History
Observation
Physical Geography
Drav ing
Agriculture
Rural Life problems
This course will be very suggestive to the notmal train-
ing classes in high schools for rural teachers. The teacher
training departments should extend its work upward. The
tendendy now is toward a four year training in high school
besides the normal training of one or two years.
1
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CHAPTER 111
TENTATIVE EVALUATION OF RESULTS
The movement of teacher training in high schools is very
but
limited, in looking over Table X following* we will see that the
number of high school having normal training courses have in-
creased very rapidly since the beginning of the movement.
Kansas had 11C high schools offering normal training courses
in 1910-1911 which has encreased to 210 in 1913-1914 a period
of four years only. Nebraska hae its number nearly tripled
in seven yeare. Iowa's increase is about four times in four
years. There is an increase in the number of school in every
state save Arkansas which is about the same in the past three
years.
Table X
Number of high schools in each state having normal train-
ing courses.
Year 1914 1913 1912 1911 1910 1909 1908 190? 1906 1904
Kansas 201 181 160 110
Nebraska 176 155 139 105 99 90 69
Arkansas 14 13 14 14
Iowa 162 132 94 42
Missouri 85 73
Minnesota 81 56 28 8 8 14
Maine 30
Michigan 43 8
New York 114 90
N. C. 10
Oregon 71 51 21
Viginia 24
Vermont 22 19 \2
With the increase of the number of schools there is a
corresponding growth in enrollment. In 1909-10 the total en-
rollment in the ninty-nine training classes was 721 which averages
less than eight seniors in a class, and in 1914-15 the figures
went up to 2160 which averages about 10 in each class. In
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this case the growth of enrollment exceeds the increase of
schools. In Minnesota the enrollment being 489 in 1910-1911
in the twenty-eight normal training classes or averages seventeen
in a school. In three years' time the number has reached
1018 in 81 classes with an average of twelve in a class. As I
so
said in the beginning the data is very incomplete it is difficult
to draw any conclusion from the tables. However, the increase
is remarkable.
Table XI
The enrollment in the normal training classes.
L909
7 21
Year 1914 1913 1912 1911 1910
*Kansas 2160 1679 1500 1257 946
Nebraska 2722
Arkansas 448 398 324
Iowa
Missouri 1500 1298
Minnesota 979 lol8 740 489
Maine 247
New York 1300
Oregon 568 357
Vermont 183 154
*(The f i guree of Kansas refer to the seniors only.)
It is clear that not all the pupils enrolling in the
teacher training classes ever graduate or receive certificates
to teach. But Table Xll gives evidence that a large per cent
of them are being certificated every year.
Table Xll
The number of pupils being certificated
Year
Kansas
Nebraska
ARkansas
Iowa
Missouri
Minnesota
Hi
1913 1913 1912 1911 ieie 1909 1908
1452 1200 1125 704 615
1750 1396 911 894 763 550
71 51 41
806
628
859 880 510
name
Michigan
New York
Oregon
631
298
1156
84
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The training of rural and village school teachers in the
normal department of high schools is yet in its experiu ental
stage. The success and results of this new plan may be seen
from the rapid growth in the organization and enrollment and
the testimonies of superintendents of schools.
Superintendent C. G. Schulz of Minnesota in 1911-1912
annual report said that fifty-five county superintendent re-
porting on seven hundred graduates of normal training departments,
rate seveft^per cent as good, twenty per cent as fair and ten per
cent poor*
Superintendent Frank W. Miller of Ohio in the normal School
Bulletin of 1914 gave these quotations from letters received in
July 1914 from the State Department of Education of the follow-
ing states.
Missouri: "This law is one of the best ever enacted in
Missouri. I hope that before many years every county in the
State will have one or more high schools giving teacher train-
ing courses. Only first-class high schools that employ three
teachers besides the superintendent and the training-course
tea chsr should attempt this work."
Maine: "There is evidence that these courses have been
of considerable service to the students who have taken them."
New York: "In addition to the ten state normal schools
and the State Normal College and fourteen city normal schools,
we maintained this year 114 training classes. These training
classes are now maintained in high schools only. They are not
on the basis of counties. We have advanced the requirements
for admission to training classes so that another year no per-
son may be admitted who has not completed at least two years of
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high echool work. It ie our intention within the next two
or three years to exact high echool graduation for admiseicn to
these classes."
Iowa: "This plan of training teachers for rural schools
in Iowa is proving highly satisfactory. While the normal train-
ing work in Iowa ie in its infancy, yet we feel that even at
the present time we have ample proof of its success. Our plan
is to induce a larger number of prospective rural teachers to
complete first a high school course before attempting to teach
a rural school.
"
Michigan: "I may say that our county normal classes
have been very successful and that they have assisted largely
in solving for us the rural school problem."
Kansas: "The plan has been reasonably successful and
satisfactory in providing well qualified teachers for the rural
schools. For the years 1914 and 1915, the amount appropri-
ated is |75,000 for each year."
Oregon: "We require fifteen weeks of observation work
and fifteen weeks of actual teaching experience for a forty-
minute period each day, under proper supervision. We believe
that this is helping the rural echool, particularly where the
teachers go from high schools in the small towns."
Vermont: "Vermont is convinced that this ie a highly
desirable means of furnishing teachers for the rural schools
and probably will maintain the same. The system has proved
itself of unusual service to the state."
The question naturally comes up as to how many of the
graduates actually go to rural schools as teachers. The state
superintendent of Missouri wrote that out of the 628 graduates
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of the year 1914 about 4C0 are engaged in teaching in the rural
schools. Vermont in answering to the quest ionaire reported
that about ninety, percent of the 183 graduates of 1914 are teach-
ing in rural schools.
Advantages of teacher training in high schools:
a. The normal schools are not sufficient to provide the
public schools with trained teachers. In general normal school
graduates are unwilling to teach in rural schools. The establish-
ment of training departmant in high schools is largely for the
purpose of supplementing the normal schools. These training
departments aim to supply the rural schools with better trained
teachers
.
b. Local communities have always been slow in support-
ing the schools with their interest and money. The plan of
state aids to normal training classes stimulates great interest
in local support. This will tend toward betterment of rural
conditions by renewed or awakened interests.
c. As far as the individual pupil is concerned he can
get along much cheaper by attending a high school training class
than by going to normal school, for board, room and traveling
expenses will not be so great when he can be at home.
d. It is said that pupils in general in the normal
school for the first year accomplish very little because they
have to adapt themselves to the new conditions. This difficulty
will not occur in the normal training at high schools. Pupils
can easily adapt themselves to home environment.
e. Only high schools of recognized standard can organize
normal training departments or classes. The constant inspection
by special state agents will keep up the standard of the schools.
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The certification of pupils ia under the control of the State
Superintendent or the State Department of Education. Schoole
which do not come up to the standard set will soon be eliminated.
f. Rural echool8 are accessible to high school pupils
for observation and practice teaching. The type of rural schools
represent the actual existing rural conditions which is essential
to the pupils who will soone in charge of similar schools. An
ideal or a model practice school in many instance is not the
best for actual experience.
The disadvantages of teacher training in high schools:
a. One of the greatest difficulties confronting the
schools of any type is the securing of well trained teachers.
The difficulty is doubled in the case of finding teachers who
are qualified well enough to teach others how to teach.
b. The state normal school is not in favor of normal
training in high schools. So far as the enrollment is concern-
ed the normal schools are not affected as anticipated.
c. The disadvantage appears to be greatest in the in-
adequacy of the curriculum. The purpose of normal training
in high schools for rural teachers is not suite fulfilled.
The courses of study do not differ much from any other. In
order to prepare rural teachers there need to be taught more
subjects relating to rural life. Agriculture and domestic
science should be required. The great hindrance perhaps is
the college entrance requirement. As long as higher institu-
tions do not recognize the newer subjects the traditional
studies will dominate.
d. The training iB inadequate because the pupils who
enter the normal training classes are too immature in most cases.
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e. As long ae there is no definite control of the dis-
tribution of teachers by the state the rural schools will suffer
their fate of having poor and untrained teachers.
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